JULY 2011

Dear Friends,

Krinny and I have been in the USA since the first part of April. It has been a real blessing to spend time with
our home church and formulate some future plans with our new Pastor, Jim Turner.
I have visited a number of churches as well as some of our brethren in printing ministries across the USA.
Much has been done in partnership with these brethren and they are such a major part of it. Plans are being laid
for future ministry.
A 40’ container is in transit to Thailand as this is written. It includes 10,000 whole Bibles, 50,000 New Testaments, 100,000 John/Romans and 150,000 Chick tracts, all in Burmese. Before printing, everything in the container
has been handled on the computers in our Translation/Publishing office in Thailand. This is the first printing from
the newly re-typeset Judson Bible that we finished last year.
Please be in prayer concerning this shipment. Once it arrives, trans-shipment of the materials start. We have
funds on hand for most of that at this point. The materials do no good in a warehouse, they must be strategically
placed for distribution. We do not exaggerate in saying this is not an easy nor cheap process.
We appreciate our multi-national coworkers in Thailand holding the ropes while we have been away. Translation,
page layout and graphic work can be somewhat thankless at times. These folks are the reason it gets done. Pray
for them, a number have experienced attacks of the evil one in past days.
Our 40th wedding anniversary was June 4th and I wanted to make it very
special. I asked Krinny where she would go if she had her choice of anywhere.
Thinking she would say the UK or maybe even Australia, she surprised me
and told me she wanted to go to Africa! Wow! As I said, I wanted to make
this special. We had some on-going publishing work in Africa and I had
thought that a trip there in the future would be needed anyway, so plans
were made and sorted out pretty quickly.
THE THREE OF US PLUS A WARTHOG FRIEND AT VICTORIA FALLS

Our daughter, Lisa, and family were on furlough in the United States at the
time and when we told them of our plans, Lisa asked if she could go with us! It was a special time in many ways
but having her with us really made it so. We had a wonderful trip and were taken care of by the Doug Hammett
and the George Hammett families in South Africa and Botswana. We will never be able to thank them enough for
their hospitality and care of all of us.
We are trying to secure seats for the return flight to Thailand in mid-August. Meanwhile, I am undergoing
some medical tests and need to finish that before returning. Our daughter and family were able to spend about
one month with us in Texas also. Grandparents time!
Prayer and planning has begun concerning the possibility of an outreach during the 2014 Asian Games to be
held in Incheon, Korea. It will be in partnership with some brethren in Korea
as well as a couple of churches in the USA. Groundwork is being laid for that
now. Please pray for direction for all concerned with this great opportunity.
Tom and Karin (Krinny) Gaudet

We just released 5 new short videos in a series entitled Pioneers in Mission
Publishing. Please go to our web site, www.gaudetfamily.org and click on
Videos. They are the first ones listed at the top of the page.
Once again, thank you all for your prayers, and financial support. We could
not imagine attempting to do what we are doing without you standing with us.
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